Abstract. The increased amount of information in different domains, complicating the quick access to a particular need or specific query of any person or user, so arises the need to expedite this need, where the initial query is sought within a set of a domain documents chosen by the user. To retrieve more documents is important to incorporate techniques that allow to get more documents with the desired information. In this case extend the original query with the synonyms of the words that compose it can help improve the accuracy of the retrieval system (RS). In this paper, we propose an algorithm for query expansion of a Boolean Information Retrieval System (BIRS), in which the queries are formed by the concepts of four domain ontologies. According to the experimental results, we observe an improvement in the accuracy of the BIRS with the query expansion.
Introduction
Information Retrieval (IR) is the area of the science and the technology that tries to acquire, represent, and store information [1] . IR is the discovery of documents, usually unstructured documents (generally text) that satisfies a need for information within large stored collections in computers, through the development and implementation of intelligent techniques such as incorporating a retrieval information model, use of ontologies, etc [2] .
Information Retrieval used to be an activity that only one person was dedicated to do it as a librarian, secretaries, etc., but with the exponential growth of information (text), makes it hard for a person to retrieve some information in a manner quick. Now the world changed and the information retrieval is performed through information retrieval models, training corpus, techniques of queries expansion, etc [2] .
Information Retrieval System (IRS) are designed for processing text in natural language, rarely structured, and usually of semantic ambiguous. They allow information retrieval, previously stored, through performing a series of queries. They have an information retrieval model and an inverted index [3] .
One model of information retrieval is the Boolean model based on set theory and Boolean algebra. In this initial model, the user specifies a its query a boolean expression that it consists of a series of terms commonly linked by boolean operators such as and, or and not. Given the logical expression of the query, the system will return those documents that meet and form the set of relevant documents. Thus, the system partitions the collection of documents in two sets, those that meet the specified condition (relevant), and those that do not comply (not relevant). A document is therefore simply relevant or not. The popularity of the Boolean model, especially in the beginning, is given by its simplicity both conceptually, for the clarity of its formalism, as at the implementation level. Moreover, since queries are formulated as a Boolean expression, with semantic highly accurate, the user knows the reason why a document has been returned by the system, this does not always happen in other more complex models. Furthermore, since the documents are bag-of-terms, the recovery process is extremely fast [4] .
In this paper, we present an algorithm to expand queries in a Boolean retrieval system that is used to find evidence of the concepts and semantic relationships of four domain ontologies in the corpus. The aim is to find evidence in the corpus of the concepts that exist in the ontologies, which are then used for the evaluation of them [5] .
This paper is organized as follows: The most related works to query expansion in BIRS are discussed in section 2. In section 3, the proposed algorithm is explained. The experimental results and the data set are shown in section 4. Finally in section 5, the conclusion and future work are provided.
In Chunyan et al. [8] propose a query expansion method based on Markov technique, discovering a relationship of terms through the concepts of a tree Markov model. For the query expansion, a given query and a set of documents, the authors calculate the probability. The results obtained in their experiments were effective.
Olufade et al. [9] proposes an improved method of document clustering for automatic query expansion tagged concept based thesaurus network was extended for the authors in other to obtain from an optimal cluster. Each query or terms is represented as a matrix of documents where each column describes a document and each row a query. The Fuzzy Latent Semantic Query Expansion Model process achieved a better precision and recall rate values on experimentation and evaluations when they compared with others existing information retrieval approaches.
De Campos et al. [10] given a document collection, the authors built a thesaurus based on a bayesian network, their method learn a poly-tree of terms. The poly-tree nodes represent terms of the collection in the form of binary variables. Given a query submitted to their system, the query expansion process starts placing the evidences in the learned polytree. This action means looking for the terms that appear in the query in the poly-tree nodes and setting their states to term more relevant. As their network is a poly-tree, they can use an exact and efficient inference method to propagate the probabilities. The results obtained from their experiments realized, show a improvement of the retrieval effectiveness using their query expansion technique proposal.
Lozada et al. [11] propose user relevance feedback, introduced two algorithms of the query expansion based on the function V P −IDF , build the first algorithm of query expansion, this algorithm receives as input the original query and submit the original query with it is expansion with weight for all terms of the query. Designate that the perfil user is composed by the number of the documents than the users has been evaluated, the number the documents relevant evaluated and a list the terms of user, in the that registry each term than appear in the documents evaluated by the user. The second algorithm named CE-DF is the that complete the query of user, with the terms more relevant profile and gives with results a list of terms in a text string, similarity to the gives for the user.
Mata et al. [12] propose an algorithm for Polish ontologies for task of information retrieval and for the query expansion, the authors used two types of cross references SeeRelatedDescriptor and ConsiderAlso and of the hierarchical structure of the ontologie MeSH, the expansion is produced to level term, and the terms that is descriptors in MeSH expands with the content of element SeeRelatedDescriptor or ConsiderAlso. SeeRelatedDescriptor associated the descriptor with others descriptors related through cross references, their object is provide others descriptors. ConsiderAlso reference to others descriptors related through linguistic roots. Their third strategy of expansion, is based in the tree structure as the structure of MESH for its descriptors. Also UMLS is very wide than MeSH, and it does use of concepts instead of terms and the authors developed two strategies of expansion, the first, is expand the concepts through relations be-tween concepts and the second the expansion it is realized through the concepts relations for relations between concepts. The experiments realized demonstrated that the use of the hierarchical structure as the MESH was effectiveness.
In contrast these authors, in this article we present the expansion of queries using synonyms. They are extracted from WordNet, that are processed and incorporated in the SRIB, it is able to recover not only the documents that contain the original query, but also documents that contain synonyms of that query. According to the experimental results, an increase in terms of the information retrieved, compared with the system that does not perform expansion was obtained.
The Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we propose a general algorithm to expand the queries. They are initially formed by the words that make up to the concepts extracted from each domain ontology. Subsequently, the queries are expanded with the corresponding synonyms of each word, these are obtained from WordNet. The expanded queries are used by the Boolean Information Retrieval System (BIRS). The algorithm is described below. 5. To apply the Boolean Information Retrieval System to the concepts, without expansion. 6. To apply the Boolean Information Retrieval System to the synonyms of the concepts, with expansion. 7. To mix and to join posting list, i. e., the results gotten with the BIRS with synonyms and without them. 8. To apply of the AND operator to the query that includes the two concepts that form the semantic relationship. The AND operator performs the intersection of the sentences that make up the posting of both concepts that form the semantic relationship.
In case of the evaluation of the results gotten, we use the Equations (1) and (2) for measuring the precision at the level of concepts and relationships:
where: Recovered concepts is the total of concepts obtained by the BIRS, and Total concepts is the number total of concepts in the domain ontology. In the case of recovered relationships, we evaluate for separated the taxonomic relationship and non-taxonomic relationship (for more information see [5] ). The Total relationships correspond to the number total of relationships of each type in the domain ontology evaluated independently.
Results
In this section, we present the datasets used (4.1) and the results obtained in the experiments carried out (4.2).
Datasets
In Table 1 we present the number of concepts (C), taxonomic relations (T ) and non-taxonomic relations (N T ) of the ontology evaluated. The characteristics of its reference corpus are also given in the same Table: number of documents (D), number of tokens (T ), vocabulary dimensionality (V ), and the number of sentences (O). The domains used in the experiments are Artificial Intelligence (AI), e-learning (SCORM) [15] , Oil (OIL) and Tourism (Tourism). 
Experimental Results
Below, we present the experimental results obtained by the algorithm developed and its comparison, i. e., the results of BIRS without query expansion and BIRS with query expansion. The results obtained by both BIRS in the algorithm, for the case of the concepts, are shown in the Table 2 for each revised ontology (domain). We also show the total number of concepts extracted from the ontology (CO), concepts recovered by the BIRS without expansion (C), concepts that did not obtain associated sentences (F ) and precision (P ); concepts recovered by the BIRS with expansion (CE), concepts that failed to recover the SRIB with expansion (F E) and precision obtained (P E). In addition, the table shows the number of sentences obtained by the BIRS without expansion (O), with expansion (OE), the difference in the number of sentences recovered with expansion and without expansion (DI) and the percentage increase (%). In base to the results obtained for the concepts, we note that in the case of domains SCORM and Tourism, the number of concepts recovered is higher than the result of the BIRS without expansion. Furthermore, the number of sentences that contain the synonyms of the concepts increases the amount of sentences associated for each concept in the ontology, this occurs in each domain. The percentage increase of the information retrieved by the BIRS with expansion is greater than 28%, indicating that the concept can be represented in the corpus by its synonym corresponding and that this information is additional to that presented by the BIRS without expansion.
In Table 3 shows the results obtained by both Information Retrieval Systems with expansion and without it for taxonomic relationships. The RT column corresponds to the number of taxonomic relationships included in the corresponding domain ontology. The RR column is the number of recovered taxonomic relationships with BIRS without expansion and with BIRS with expansion (RRE). The F column shows the difference of relationships recovered by the BIRS without expansion and with expansion (F E). The precision of the system without expansion (P ) and with expansion (P E). The amount of sentences recovered by the BIRS without expansion (O) and with expansion (OE) for this type of relationship, the difference obtained (DI) and the percentage difference (%) are also included. In base to the results obtained we observe that the number of relations taxonomic for two ontologies are maintained by the two algorithms designed. But in the case of SCORM ontology, the number of concepts is incremented by one, while for the Tourism ontology the number of concepts is increased from 291 to 441 this indicates that there are more concepts in the corpus that can only be found by its corresponding synonym. Also, the amount of sentences retrieved with the BIRS with expansion is increased for the four ontologies and even more for the ontology of Tourism, it support the existence of the synonyms for the concepts found in the corpus newly.
In the case of the non-taxonomic relationships, that only AI and SCORM have it, we observe that the amount of recovered relationships is the same by both systems.
The RN T column corresponds to the number of non-taxonomic relationships included in the corresponding domain ontology. The R column is the number of recovered non-taxonomic relationships with BIRS without expansion and with BIRS with expansion (RE). The F column shows the difference of relationships recovered by the BIRS without expansion and with expansion (F E). The precision of the system without expansion (P ) and with expansion (P E). The amount of sentences recovered by the BIRS without expansion (O) and with expansion (OE) for this type of relationship, the difference obtained (DI) and the percentage difference (%) are also included. In this case, some sentences were increased in the results with this type of relationship (see Table 4 ).
Conclusions
After experiments, with the proposed algorithm, we observe that the BIRS with expansion increase the number of sentences recovered for the domain ontologies. Even more, the number of concepts or relationship found are incremented in some case. Therefore, to expand the query with synonyms is a good alternative to get better precision of the system. The domain of Tourism had a satisfactory behavior with this algorithm, because its ontology has synonyms in the corpus that it's not possible recover with a traditional retrieval system.
As future work, we propose the use of lexico-syntactic patterns for the extraction of alternative synonyms from the text, synonyms than WordNet probably has not stored.
